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A Simple Accounts Spreadsheet
for Small Charities
& Voluntary Organisations
1 – Introduction
This Volume gives an over-view of the spreadsheet and outlines:
a: the underlying principles of how the spreadsheet is designed to work:
b: how it compares with other financial management software;
c: outlines why current reporting standards are not Fit-for-Purpose (particularly for small charities)
For information on how to set up the blank spreadsheet for first use, see Vol.2;
For information on the daily/weekly/monthly use of the spreadsheet for regular data entry.
financial analysis, cash-flow monitoring, internal and external reporting see, Vol.3
For information on end-of-financial-year/period operations to
re-set the spreadsheet for the next financial period, see Vol.4
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While it is Small Charity Support’s intention to provide you
with the best possible support and information as we are able,
it is important that you read and give due consideration
to the following notices.
The information contained in this spreadsheet and downloadable leaflets is provided in
summary form and is made available for general information purposes only. It has not
been prepared with your specific needs in mind and is not advice of any kind (whether
legal, financial, or otherwise).
Please take the time to check the information in this spreadsheet and downloadable leaflets is suited to your specific circumstances and if you are making any important decisions,
such as on financial, legal or tax matters, you should consult a qualified professional adviser who can provide specific advice based on your position.
Small Charity Support does not assume any liability or responsibility to any person or
entity for the information contained in this spreadsheet and downloadable leaflets and
you should not rely on any information contained in this spreadsheet and downloadable
leaflets. Small Charity Support makes no representation as to, and does not assume any
responsibility for, the accuracy, completeness or relevance of the information contained in
this spreadsheet and downloadable leaflets.
Please make sure that any sites you link to from this spreadsheet and downloadable
leaflets are appropriate to you, as we do not endorse such websites and have no control
over their contents or how (or if) that site operates. Any links or references in this
spreadsheet and downloadable leaflets to a company, entity, service or product does not,
in any way, imply an endorsement.

© 2020 Small Charity Support

This materials in this spreadsheet and downloadable leaflets are made available
to charities and not-for-profit organisations under a
Creative Commons Attributable – Non Commercial – Share Alike License
That license lets you remix, adapt, and build upon this material non-commercially, as long as you
credit Small Charity Support and license your new creations under the identical terms.
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1.
a)

Developer’s Notes
Background and Concepts

Inspired by the iconic book “Small Is Beautiful: A Study of Economics As If People Mattered” (1973,
E.F.Schumacher), and the more recent “Doughnut Economics: 7 Ways to Think Like a 21st Century
Economist” (2017, Kate Raworth) the Simple Accounts Spreadsheet was developed to meet the needs
of the typical non-accountant trustees/volunteers/staff of small charities who want to be able to
manage their charity’s finances in a pragmatic but Efficient, Effective & Economical way (the “3-Es” of
being “business-like – plus two more recent “Es” – Ethical and Ecologically). It does that by breaking
away from the jargon and complexity of double-entry bookkeeping which are unnecessary for the
simple accounts of small charities.
The spreadsheet might therefore similarly be titled “Simple is Beautiful: Charity Accounts As If
Trustees Mattered”, or “Doughnut Accounts: for 21st Century Trustees).
It is simultaneously compatible with the Charity Commission's guidelines for BOTH Receipts &
Payments accounts/reports (CC16) AND Accruals accounts/reports (CC17)
https://www.gov.uk/government/collections/receipts-and-payments-accounts-pack-cc16
https://www.gov.uk/government/collections/accruals-accounts-pack-cc17-sorp-frs-102

and targeted at those charities which feel that the functionality of “fully fledged” commercial software
packages is inappropriately sophisticated (ie: more complex and, therefore, expensive) for their needs
but do not have the time or expertise to develop their own in-house bookkeeping system.
The Simple Accounts Spreadsheet is NOT a panacea for all charitable organisations.
Many charities will find it unsuitable and will require something more “substantial”. But charities
which are currently managing with their own “in house” spreadsheets but are feeling the need for
something just a bit more comprehensive might find some some useful ideas and solutions in the
Simple Accounts Spreadsheet.
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The Simple Accounts Spreadsheet is no longer quite as “simple” as it was originally. But it is still
“open source” - ie: all the formulae used are visible and accessible to the user. Users can therefore
validate for themselves the methodologies used and, where they consider it appropriate, can modify
the concepts and formulae to meet their own requirements.
The *.xlsx version of the current version of the Simple Accounts spreadsheet is compatible with
Microsoft-Excel® from 2003 onwards. It can also be imported into LibreOfficeCalc®, part of the
widely-used LibreOffice® suite of software (the successor to OpernOffice) downloadable free of
charge from the internet. But its compatibility with other spreadsheet software has not been tested.
Inevitably there are some differences in the ways that different versions of “compatible” software
actually operate in practice. Where appropriate (and practical) known significant differences have
been illustrated in this guide.

Important Note:
Because the spreadsheet is open source and all the structure and formulae can be
modified to suit users’ own particular circumstances, that also means that accidental or
well-intentioned (but wrong) changes can be made. As a consequence such changes may
make the spreadsheet not work correctly (ie: produce incorrect or inaccurate results) or not
at all.
It is therefore recommended that users consider using the spreadsheet’s facilities to
password protect some areas to prevent inappropriate changes.

1.2. So How Does It Work?
a)

Oil & Electricity vs Coal

Forget all the usual accountancy jargon of double-entry book-keeping, nominal accounts, balance
sheets, journals, trail balances, columns for “this and that” stretching as far as the eye can see. The
Simple Accounts Spreadsheet does not need to use them.
There is absolutely no disputing that double-entry book-keeping was a marvellous innovation in its
day which revolutionised financial management and trade. Just like steam engines (burning coal to
boil water to produce steam to drive heavy machinery) were marvellous innovations in their day which
revolutionised manufacturing and industry.
But when oil came along, and the ability to generate large amounts of electricity, steam engines
became obsolete. Even though it was technically possible to burn oil or use electricity instead of
burning coal to boil water to produce steam there was no point because there were much more
efficient ways of using those sources of energy to drive machines.
Unfortunately the same has not been true for accountancy.
The advent of computers means that there are now much more efficient and effective ways of
managing financial data – eg: spreadsheets and relational databases – which have made the need
for double-entry bookkeeping as obsolete as steam-engines1. But the accountancy profession has
been reluctant to give up all the “professional mystique” of their double-entry procedures and jargon.
So even though most modern accountancy software packages use relational database technology,
they still use it to replicate “quill pen & paper” double-entry bookkeeping methodology – like railway
aficionados insisting that trains continue to be pulled by steam-engines even if the steam is now
produced by burning oil or by electricity.

1 Note: Modern spreadsheets (such as the Microsoft-Excel® used to create the Simple Accounts
Spreadsheet) are not full “Relational Databases” (eg: like Microsoft-Access®). But they do includes many
formulae which allow them to replicate effectively much of the functionality of “proper” relational databases.
The Simple Accounts Spreadsheet makes extensive use of such formulae to recreate many of the features
which would have been present if the Simple Accounts software had been written in Microsoft-Access.
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b)

Tags vs Columns

In any financial management system it important to be able to categorise transactions (for the receipt
or payment of money) to allow those transactions to be identified and aggregated by category for
analysis and monitoring/management purposes.
In classical “ink on paper” double-entry book-keeping systems transactions were categorised into
“Nominal Accounts” by recording the amount of each transaction in different columns for each
category across a large book (Journal). Then, the total (aggregate) amount of money received or
paid out under each category could be calculated by adding up the amounts in the column
corresponding to the relevant category.
This worked extremely well and was a great improvement on having just one simple list of
transactions all jumbled together.
Except that it quickly becomes unwieldy – necessitating a collection of inter-related journals (ledgers)
– if one wants to have either a large variety of categories of receipts/payments or the facility to allow
individual transactions to be categorised in several different ways.
For example: it might be desirable to be able to categorise individual transactions under several
unrelated headings, both “operational” (eg: salaries, training, travel, stationery, printing, utilities) and
“funding” (eg: the source of the money – donations, grants, service contracts, etc. – to which the
transaction related).
Relational databases/spreadsheets allow this to be done very easily by “#-tagging” transactions with
one (or several) #-tags. Transactions are recorded, usually (but not necessarily) in simple date
order, without any necessity to separate out receipts and payments into separate “Creditor/Debtor
Journals” or to put the amounts of the transactions into different columns for different categories.
All that is required is one simple record of financial transaction consisting of just 8 columns:
5 columns for the basic information for each transaction – ie:
 accrual date (Column-A);
 reference (Column-B) – eg: cheque/invoice/receipt number;
 Payer/Payee (Column-E);
 a comment on the reason for the transaction (Column-F);
 the amount of the transaction (Column-G) – positive for receipts, negative for payments;
and a further 3 columns for additional #-tags:
 the “Category” #-tag (Column-C)
 the “Fund” #-tag (Column-D)
 cash date(Column-H) effectively a #-tag to indicate when the transaction appeared in (ie: was
“Reconciled” with) the Bank statement – useful for checking for cheques issued but not yet
presented or invoices issued but no yet paid.
Transactions with specific characteristics (eg: Category, Fund, Payer/Payee) can then easily be
identified/separated for detailed analysis both automatically (in another worksheet) by use of formulae
specifying which #-tags are to be used in the analysis, or manually for ad hoc analyses by use of the
spreadsheet's “Filter” function (see Section-4, Filtering Transactions, in the companion leaflet 3-Data Entry &
Analysis).
The use of #-tags and filters/formulae in this way means that:
 “Bookkeeping” consists of nothing more than entering “common sense” transaction data into a
one simple list (for each bank or other account) consisting of just 8 columns for all transactions
into or out of that account;
 Running the system therefore requires no special bookkeeping or accountancy training;
 The standard MS-Excel filtering functionality, in conjunction with the Categories and Funds
#-tags, allows additional ad hoc analyses of specific issues to be undertaken quickly and easily
(again without specialist expertise or compromise/degradation of the data).
As each transaction is entered, the corresponding financial management information (eg: Budget
Report, Cash-flow Report) is automatically updated “in real time” (ie: no additional data entry is
required) and is therefore always available in a simple-to-understand format for the Trustees (and for
anyone else with a legitimate interest).
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This is most noticeable at financial-year-end when the charity's financial statements for the Annual
Report can be produced within a few days rather than the months that seem to be necessary for
typical accountancy “gymnastics” to be performed;
For example (as illustrated in the “Better Living” charity accounts spreadsheet):
 Analysis of all expenditure on salaries can be achieved by use of a filter/formula which specifies
that only payments transactions #-tagged as Category=Salaries be selected and aggregated;
 Analysis of all income related to the “Safe at Home” project can be achieved by use of a
filter/formula which specifies that only receipt transactions #-tagged as Fund=Safe at Home be
selected and aggregated;
 Analysis of expenditure on salaries for the “Safe at Home” project as a proportion of the income
for that project can be selected and aggregated by use of filters/formulae which specify that
both receipt transactions #-tagged as Fund=Safe at Home and payments transactions #-tagged
as Category=Grants or Salaries be selected and aggregated.
 Analysis of outstanding transactions (eg: cheques not presented, invoices not yet paid) can be
achieved by use of filters/formulae which specify that transaction #-tagged as
Reconciled=”Blank”, together with any other appropriate #-tags, be selected and aggregated.

1.3. Limitations of the Simple Accounts Spreadsheet
a)

Relational Database technology vs Spreadsheet technology

Neither MS-Excel® nor OpenOfficeCalc® spreadsheets are fully functional relational database
systems (ie: like MS-Access® or OpenOfficeBase®). But they both have functions which are similar
to those used in full relational database systems.
The most important practical difference between relational database technology and spreadsheet
technology is that the #-tags assigned to data are managed automatically in relational databases
while in spreadsheets they are managed manually.
For example: Where a transaction has been #-tagged as Category=“Membership” and it is decided
that the #-tag should be renamed as “Subscriptions”, in a relational database all that is necessary is to
change the name in the master-record of #-tags and all the #-tags associated with individual data
records are changed automatically. But in spreadsheets, changing the #-tag name in the masterrecord (eg: the “Categories” worksheet in the Simple Accounts Spreadsheet) does not change the #tags attached to the individual transaction records. Those individual #-tags all have to be changed
manually otherwise the formulae associated with them will no longer function correctly.
There are other less significant differences, too.
Relational databases generally have better facilities for:
 creating #-tags and sub-tags (eg: “Voluntary Income” as a master-tag under which there can be
sub-tags for Membership, Donations and Gift Aid (as in the example spreadsheet), allowing
data to be aggregated at both the master-tag and sub-tag levels as required.
 designing ad hoc reports – typically on a “query by example” basis where the user sets out the
desired report layout using something more akin to a word-processor or publisher software and
just tells the database software which #-tag aggregates are to be placed in which location.
Whilst it would have been possible to design the Simple Accounts Spreadsheet as a relational
database instead (eg: using Microsoft-Access® instead of Microsoft-Excel®) that was not done
because; (i) MS-Access is not so widely available as MS-Excel; (ii) the cost of purchasing MSAccess for those who don't have it as part of a package can be greater than the cost of purchasing
commercial accounts software; (iii) even if the Simple Accounts software was distributed as “open
source”, not many users would have the technical skills to use and develop it for their own
requirements; (iv) software written in MS-Access code is not as easily transferred to other software.

b)

Multiple Designated/Restricted Funds

Because managing #-tags is a manual process in spreadsheets while it is an automatic process in
“proper” relational databases, the Simple Accounts Spreadsheet's ability to handle efficiently
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frequently changing designated and/or restricted funds is somewhat limited. That's because the
specific needs of individual charities vary considerably so that creating a “one size fits all” design
would require a significant degree of complexity which would negate the underlying principle of
“Simple is Beautiful”.
But because the Simple Accounts Spreadsheet is provided as “open source”, charities which have
specific needs (and sufficient knowledge of MS-Excel) are free to adapt its concepts and core design
on an ad hoc basis to meet their own specific needs.

c)

Copying, Deleting, Moving & Duplicating Data

In order to produce integrated reports (ie: reports which are updated in “real time” as new data are
added) the individual worksheets in the Simple Accounts Spreadsheet, in are tightly interlinked. The
data in one worksheet are either derived from the data in other worksheets or are used by other
worksheets.
In fact, many of the worksheets require little or no data input. Instead they are just summaries –
calculated and updated automatically “in real time” – of the data already entered into other
worksheets.

FOR THAT REASON IT IS IMPORTANT TO NOTE that some common spreadsheet
operations, like “Click & Drag” or “Cut & Paste”, SHOULD NEVER BE USED in the
Simple Accounts Spreadsheet, except where explicitly instructed in these UserManuals that it is safe to do so.
Such operations cause the formulae to become un-synchronised. Some of those errors will result in
the spreadsheet ceasing to work and displaying immediately obvious errors (eg: #N/A, #REF or
#VALUE). But, much more dangerously, other errors may simply create incorrect results which are
not immediately apparent. Such errors can be notoriously difficult to identify and correct, particularly
if they are only noticed some time after the error which created them was made.

d)

Receipts & Payments vs Accruals Accounts

When the Small Charity Support Simple Accounts Spreadsheet was first conceived and created, back
in 2012, it wasn’t intended to demonstrate that the conventional accountancy distinction between
Accruals Accounting and Receipts & Payments Accounting was disingenuous nonsense. It was just
a way for a new start-up small charity with limited funds and no professional accountancy expertise to
avoid spending money that it didn’t have on “proper” accountancy software that it didn’t need.
The Spreadsheet has been in practical everyday use by a number of different small charities – all of
which have used it successfully to produce their annual financial reports (“accounts”). Some of those
charities have been unincorporated associations or CIOs (Charitable Incorporated Organisations)
producing Receipts & Payments accounts. And some have been small charitable companies
producing Accruals accounts. ALL of them have had their accounts approved by Independent
Examination and submitted to the Charity Commission.
So it was initially a surprise to realise that use of the spreadsheet was making it increasingly selfevident that the conventional distinctions between Accruals Accounts & Receipts & Payments
Accounts are spurious.
It has long been recognised that full Accruals accounting (based on the 400+ page FRS 102 and 130+
page SORP guidance for charities), designed for large commercial organisations, is inappropriate for
small charities run by volunteer, usually non-accountant trustees. Which is why Receipts &
Payments accounting is offered as a supposedly “simpler alternative” for the majority (more than
85%) of small charities with annual income less than £250K.
Receipts & Payments (“Cash”) accounting system for charities seems to be based on the cash
accounting scheme made available as an optional concession to small businesses which were
encountering cash-flow problems in complying with taxation regulations (eg: the payment of income
tax or Value Added Tax – see the government’s guidance “Cash Basis”)
https://www.gov.uk/simpler-income-tax-cash-basis/income-and-expenses-under-cash-basis
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Unfortunately Cash accounting system (including Receipts & Payments for charities) are regarded as
“inferior” to Accruals systems because of their tendency to distort reports such as Annual Accounts.
So it is somewhat “curious” that the Charity Commission, with its claimed concern to promote and
protect the public’s trust in charities (Trust in Charities, 2018)
https://www.gov.uk/government/publications/trust-in-charities-2018

should offer the vast majority (~85%) of “small” charities in the UK a “Cash” (Receipts & Payments)
alternative to Accruals reporting for presenting their Annual Accounts, given that:
? cash accounting was introduced to mitigate taxation cash-flow problems problems for small
commercial businesses. Small charities aren’t commercial businesses, so aren’t liable for
income or value-added tax, and so don’t have the problem that cash reporting avoids;
? cash-based (rather accruals-based) Annual Accounts presented to an organisation’s stakeholders are widely disdained by financial professionals as not being capable of guaranteeing
a “true and fair view” of the organisation’s financial status.
It is no surprise, then, that a recent survey by the Charity Commission of small charity accounts found
that more than half failed to meet the required standards even though they had been Independently
Examined (and, it seems, in many cases had also been prepared) by professional accountants.
https://www.gov.uk/government/publications/accounts-monitoring-review-auditors-and-independent-examinerscompliance-with-their-responsibilities

The development and use of Small Charity Support’s Simple Accounts Spreadsheet has also
unexpectedly revealed that its more pragmatic approach to small charity financial recording and
reporting successfully retains most of the advantages of Accruals reporting (if one leaves out
accountancy “funny money” – the hypothetical valuation of assets) whilst also retaining most of the
simplicity of R&P reporting.

1.4. End-User Support
Small Charity Support regrets that, due to resource limitations, it is unable to provide any on demand
end-user training or support in the use of this spreadsheet beyond the instructions here or in the
spreadsheet itself. Therefore, any alterations to this spreadsheet to meet local requirements are
made at the user's own risk should only be undertaken by persons with appropriate expertise in the
use and manipulation of spreadsheet formulae.
However, we would be glad to hear of any suggestion you have or problems that you encounter whilst
using the spreadsheet by e-mail to: SAfSC@smallcharitysupport.uk
Whenever possible we will attempt to rectify such problems and, as an unexpected consequence of
the Coronavirus crisis lockdown, we have had some success in providing direct support through online “meetings” and screen sharing using Zoom technology.
But, unfortunately, we are unable to guarantee that we will be able to do so promptly, or at all.

2.

Overview of the Worksheets

The Simple Accounts Spreadsheet consists of 14 individual worksheets in 5 groups:
Title; Disclaimer;
{Introduction}
Bank; Cash; PayPal; Deposit;
{Bookkeeping}
BudgetReport; CashFlow; Funds;
{Internal Reporting}
Categories; Recurring
{Operational}
Annual Accounts; Assets; Investments
{External Reporting}
the purposes of which are listed below.
However, the worksheets are tightly interlinked – data in one worksheet are either derived from the
data in other worksheets or are used by other worksheets.
In fact, most worksheets require virtually no data input but are summaries – calculated and updated
automatically “in real time”, from the data which has been entered into the primary “Bookkeeping”
worksheets (Bank, Cash, PayPal, Deposit).
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There are two versions of the Simple Accounts spreadsheet: Blank & Example:

Blank
This consists of a working version of the spreadsheet in which there are no data and just a skeleton
structure for the Categories.
This is the version that you will use to create your own working version of the spreadsheet, configured
according to you needs.
It is deliberately provided with many more rows that most small charities will need. That is to make it
easier to set the spreadsheet up to suit the needs of individual charities (unlike full relational
databases, in spreadsheets it’s much easier to delete unwanted rows than to insert additional rows).

Example (Better Living Charity)
This consists of a working version of the spreadsheet which has been configured to meet the needs of
a real small charity and has some real data entered into it to illustrate how the spreadsheet works in
practice.
The data have been adapted (and anonymised) from the transactions of several small charities which
have been using the spreadsheet (data from several charities have been included to provide more diversity
in the data than was possible with the data from a single charity) .
You will not normally use/adapt this example spreadsheet to create your own to manage your charity's
accounts. Instead it is provided for you to refer to and compare the ways in which you can configure
the blank worksheet to meet your own particular requirements.
Throughout these notes there are screen-shots taken from either of the spreadsheets as appropriate
to illustrate the day-to-day operations for setting up and using the spreadsheet for your own charity.

2.1. The Introduction Worksheets
a)

Title

This worksheet contains basic information about the name of the organisation and its accounting
period.
It gets updated manually for each new accounting year.
The information is used to put appropriate titles and headings on other worksheets.

b)

Disclaimer

This is a formal statement so that everyone can be clear who is responsible for what, and who is
entitled (or not entitled) to do what.

2.2. The Bookkeeping Worksheets
The Simple Accounts Spreadsheet has four separate worksheets (initially labelled Bank, Cash,
PayPay and Deposit) to record the transactions data for up to four separate accounts.
The worksheets are all configured and work in the same way.
The tabs at the bottom of the screen can be changed to more appropriate names if preferred.
Unused bookkeeping worksheets can be hidden if desired, BUT MUST NOT BE DELETED
Note: in earlier versions of the spreadsheet there were fewer bookkeeping worksheets which were configured
and worked slightly differently for the different types of accounts. But that is no longer necessary.

The following illustration from the “Bank” account in the example spreadsheet, applies to all four
worksheets.
Guidance on entering and managing transaction data in the four bookkeeping worksheets can be fond
in Volume-3 of these notes.
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2.3. The Internal Reporting Worksheets
a)

BudgetReport

This role of this worksheet is to provide a simple management report for regular presentation to the
Trustees and other interested parties. It aggregates all the transaction data by category for the
selected accounting period and compares them with: (i) the budget for the selected accounting period
(with calculation of the variances, too); (ii) the total budget for the current financial year; (iii) the outturn for the previous accounting year. As with other worksheets, it works “in real time” and is updated
automatically as new transactions data are entered into the Bookkeeping worksheets.
Once set up for the year, the only thing to be entered (by selection from a drop-down list of options in
Cell-G1) on this worksheet is the Budget Report Date – ie: the accounting period for which the report
is required.
This means that, provided that the 4 accounts transactions
worksheets are up-to-date, this worksheet provides, “at the click of a
button”, an up-to-date financial status report for presentation to the
Trustees, and whoever else needs it, pretty much “on demand”.
And it does so in a format which is similar to that used for the
Financial Statements in Annual Accounts.
This enables Trustees to see how the final Annual Accounts are
developing throughout the year.
The Budget Report (see the Example spreadsheet for more detail)
shows the aggregate of the transaction amounts for each category.
This is done simultaneously for BOTH Accruals and R&P reporting
and demonstrates the nonsense in implying that Accruals and R&P
reporting require different bookkeeping systems:
✔ Column-G shows the aggregate on the Accruals basis – ie: as
at the accrual date (Column-A in each of the 4 accounts
worksheets) that the transaction was agreed/committed – the total EXPECTED to have been
received or paid for each category at the report date;
✔ Column-I shows the aggregate on the R&P basis – ie: as at the cash-date (Column-I in each
of the 4 accounts worksheets) that the money changed hands – the total ACTUALLY received
or paid for each category at the report date;
The date of the report (ie: the date to which the transactions data have been aggregated) is shown,
and can be changed, in cell-G1 so that the financial position at different point in the year can be
reviewed.
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Very little calculation is done in this worksheet. In fact, the only information on this worksheet which
can be changed by the user is the date of the report.
The purpose of this worksheet is to present the data accumulated in the Categories worksheet in a
more “aesthetic” manner for presentation to the Trustees and other interested person2.

b)

CashFlow

This worksheet creates a high-level review of aggregated actual and
anticipated (Budgeted) receipts and payments by month, together
with net cash assets and presents the data in simple graphical form
suitable for presentation to Trustees meetings. The entire
worksheet is created automatically from data already entered
elsewhere in the spreadsheet.
So it is always as up-to-date as the transactions data and requires no
additional input.

c)

Funds

This worksheet is used in conjunction with the Funds columns in the
Bank, Cash & Deposit worksheets. It works in the same way as the
Categories worksheet. The Fund names in this worksheet are used
to populate the drop-down lists in the Bank & Cash worksheets so
that individual transactions can be linked to a particular fund.
All the illustrations on this page can be seen in more detail in the
Example spreadsheet.

2.4. The Operational Worksheets
a)

Categories

This worksheet is the “engine room” of the Simple Accounts Spreadsheet. It is here that the user of
the spreadsheet sets up:
 The categories (“Nominal Accounts” in accountancy jargon) under which the charity wants to identify
its financial transactions for reporting purposes;
 The budget for the financial year.
The structure (grouping together) of the categories already set up in the Simple Accounts
Spreadsheet is intended to reflect those illustrated in “Table 2: Example of activity based receipts &
payments categories”, in the Charity Commission guidance publication “CC16b: Receipts and
Payments Accounts: Introductory Notes”
In the blank spreadsheet as downloaded, all the monthly budget figures are set to be a uniformlydistributed 1/12th of the total budget for the year for that category.
However, columns F-Q of the Categories worksheet is one of the few areas in the entire
spreadsheet where it is OK for the user to over-write the pre-set formulae with manual figures
or (for users with sufficient expertise) to insert alternative formulae.
This allows the user to override the pre-set monthly formulae to create “flexed” budgets in which the
monthly budget figures vary in accordance with the anticipated month-to-month cash-flow for that
particular category.
Once set up, this worksheet automatically calculates:
 The aggregate of the transaction amounts for each category as entered into the Bank and Cash
worksheets. This is done simultaneously for BOTH Accruals and R&P reporting and
demonstrates the nonsense in implying that Accruals and R&P reporting require different
bookkeeping systems:
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✔ Column-B shows the aggregate on the Accruals basis – ie: as at the date that the transaction
was agreed/committed – the total EXPECTED to have been received or paid for each
category at the report date;
✔ Column-C shows the aggregate on the R&P basis – ie: as at the date that the money
actually changed hands – the total ACTUALLY received or paid for each category at the
report date;
 The cumulative budget-to-date for each category based on the Report Date set in the
BudgetReport worksheet (see Section-2.3.a above).

These figures are then picked up and put into the formatted Budget Report for presentation to the
Trustees and others who might need them.
As the “engine room” of the spreadsheet, this worksheet is designed to be functional rather than
“aesthetic”. So, once set up at the beginning of each financial year there is normally no need for
users to access this worksheet other than if it is necessary to amend the budget figures.

b)

Recurring

Where a charity has a significant
number of transactions which recur
in essentially the same format each
month, they can be set up in this
worksheet.
By the use of formulae in Column-A
the transactions can all be simply
updated to the current month, which
is set in Cell-J2.
The transaction can then be
transferred to the relevant Bank or
Cash worksheet by the use of
“Copy-&-Paste – Special –
Values”, which replaces the
formulae with the current month date.
In the example spreadsheet, rows 7-9 show the use of this worksheet for simple “one-line”
transactions which recur every month.
But, depending on the programming skills of the person using/managing the spreadsheet, rows 14-26
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illustrated how more complex recurring transactions (eg: salary payment split across two funds, and
including PAYE, NIC & Pension Contributions) can also be set up here by the use of formulae.
(However, rows 14-26 are illustrative only and are not included in the blank spreadsheet).
WHEN COPYING & PASTING RECURRING TRANSACTIONS INTO ANOTHER WORKSHEET IT
IS VITAL THAT THE “SPECIAL PASTE VALUES” OPTION IS USED
RATHER THAN SIMPLE “PASTE”
otherwise the formulae themselves will be copied & pasted and cause errors in the transactions
worksheets. This is described in more detail in section 7-5
No other worksheet refer to the Recurring worksheet so, if not needed, it can be ignored or hidden. It
can also be deleted but that is not recommended.

2.5. The External Reporting Worksheets
There are two Annual Accounts worksheets in the Simple Accounts Spreadsheet, one showing the
charity’s annual accounts using the Charity Commission’s model template for Receipts & Payments
accounts, the other using the Charity Commission’s model template for Accruals accounts. Both
Annual Accounts are produced from the same financial transactions records.
They are shown on the following page.
This, again, clearly demonstrates that there is no difference in the bookkeeping necessary to produce
either form of Annual Accounts. Such differences as there are in the two forms of Annual Accounts
are due simply to:
1: whether it is the date to which the transaction relates for Accruals reporting (ie: column-A in the
bookkeeping worksheets) or the date on which “the money changed hands” for R&P reporting
(ie: column-H in the bookkeeping worksheets) which is used to determine when the transaction
amount (ie: column-G in the bookkeeping worksheets) is aggregated for reporting;
2: the requirement that Accruals reports include hypothetical accountancy “funny money”, ie:
 the notional values of assets and investments as if they were real-money in the bank;
 the notional changes in the value of assets (depreciation) and investments as if they were
real-money income or expenditure.
When the same financial data for the same small charity are put side-by-side the comparisons are
“interesting” !
In the R&P Annual Report, the distortions created by only including transactions once the “money has
changed hands” are apparent – the “Total Cash Funds” of £12,637 doesn’t reflect the fact that, once
the charity’s outstanding financial commitments are paid it would only have £10,163
(Note: that the layout of the R&P Annual Accounts in the Simple Accounts Spreadsheet is more detailed than
that in the Charity Commission’s model template where showing the Net Cash Assets is NOT required).

In the Accruals Annual Report the distortions created by having to include the accountancy “funny
money” are apparent. The charity’s operational deficit on the year is more than doubled (from
-£5,103 on a R&P basis to -£11,037 on an Accruals basis) as a result of having to include
depreciation of assets and changes in the Stock Market valuations of its investments.
In a nut-shell:
Accruals reports simply show what money the charity EXPECTED to have in the bank at the end of
the financial period if all its assets and investments were converted into real money, and explains why
the ACTUAL amount differs.
Receipts & Payments reports simply show what money the charity ACTUALLY had in the bank at the
end of the financial period and explains why the EXPECTED amount differs and what assets and
investments it has.
Charities vary enormously. There can be no “one-size-fits-all”.
So the two Annual Report worksheets are primarily for information/illustration and will generally need
to be tailored quite a bit to meet the specific requirements of individual charities.
No other worksheets refer to either the R&P or the Accruals worksheets so, if not needed, they can be
ignored and hidden. They can also be deleted, but that is not recommended.
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In the R&P Annual Report, the distortions created by only including transactions once the “money has
changed hands” are apparent – the “Total Cash Funds” of £12,637 doesn’t reflect the fact that, once
the charity’s outstanding financial commitments are paid it would only have £10,163 (Note: that the
layout of the R&P Annual Accounts in the Simple Accounts Spreadsheet is more detailed than that in the Charity
Commission’s model template where showing the Net Cash Assets is NOT required) .

a)

Assets

As reviewed elsewhere, it is not disputed that the Efficient, Effective & Economic (AND Ethical and
Ecological) use and management of a charity’s resources requires a knowledge of the notional
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financial value of a charity’s current assets – when they were acquired, what they cost at the time,
and the likely cost if they needed to be replaced.
What is disputed is how including the notional “funny money” value and depreciation of assets
alongside (ie: as if they were the same as) the “real” money in the charity’s financial reports actually
contributes effectively, efficiently and economically to their use and management in the charity sector.
Which, presumably, is why the reporting of the value and depreciation of assets is summarily
dismissed as an “optional extra” for the majority of charities which opt to use the Receipts &
Payments reporting standard – even though the calculation of “depreciation” is simple.
The Simple Accounts Spreadsheet therefore includes
a worksheet in which assets can be recorded, and
their hypothetical “funny money” depreciation
calculated “in real time”. ie: the “funny money”
depreciation is always updated automatically (using
the standard “straight line” method) to the date of the
current Budget Report). This enable Trustees easily to review their charity’s assets from time-to-time
as appropriate. But where and how (if at all) to include the notional current “value” of assets and their
“funny money” depreciation in the charity’s Annual Financial Reports is left to the discretion of
Trustees.

b)

Investments

The Simple Accounts spreadsheet includes a
worksheet for recording and reporting Investments for
the same reason as it has the worksheet for
recording and reporting Assets.

3.

Range Names

Throughout the above worksheets range-names (rather than absolute cell references, eg: A3 or
H1265) have been used extensively simplify formulae and make them easier to understand &
manipulate, and to make the entire spreadsheet less susceptible to errors.
The way that range names are used throughout the
spreadsheet are illustrated by their use in the Title Page.
The range-names in current use can be seen by clicking
on the drop-down arrow in the cell-identification box in the
top left corner of the spreadsheet.
Clicking on a range-name in the drop-down list will take
you immediately to that cell or range of cells, even if it is in
a different worksheet to the one currently being used.
On this Title worksheet, cell A6 has been given the rangename “CharityName” and cell A11 the range-name
“FYEDate” and those range names are used in formulae
to replicate the name of the charity and the end-date of the
charity’s financial year at various other places throughout
the spreadsheet.
Note that the range-names in the Bank, Cash, PayPal & Deposit bookkeeping worksheets are all
prefixed by Acc1, Acc2, Acc3 & Acc4 respectively to avoid confusion if users choose to rename those
worksheets (eg: to have two deposit accounts rather than a cash account). Users who are familiar
with range-names can change those names to something more appropriate, if they wish.
For further information on range-names, see the glossary at the end.
Note that the spreadsheet software automatically creates range-names for its own internal purposes (eg: the range of cells
to be printed on a particular worksheet) and these, too, appear in the drop-down list.
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